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Human beings are always in the pursuit of making their

lives as smart (and easy) as possible. The term ‘smart’

means the involvement of some sort of intelligence in a

system or entity. We cannot say that the people who came

before us were not living smart. For instance, in the old

ages, for distant communication, people used to use letters,

pigeons, arrows, etc. That was then the most modern and

smartest way of doing that. When the wired telephone

came, that was the smartest way of communication in that

era. When the wireless technologies came and later,

Internet became a real impactful medium of doing the same

types of tasks, we called that the smartest way of com-

munication. Similarly, in many aspects of our life, we seek

smartness, willingly or unwillingly, just to find some ease

in doing the tasks that we must do. Though smartness has

always been a part of human lifestyle, in today’s era, in the

scientific and technological field, the word has specific

connotation. One of the most recent smart concepts is the

Internet of Things (IoT), which is supposed to make many

things in our life easy (or, a better term, ‘easier’). While

many types of theoretical research works are being carried

out on different aspects of it, some researchers also amaze

the people with their small-scale implementations of the

futuristic ideas. There are indeed various barriers to

materializing the vision to a reality as such type of inter-

action and communication among a wide variety of things

or objects (as expected, mainly wirelessly) may also incur

various kinds of security and privacy loopholes, Quality of

Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) issues,

reliability issues, human and machine interaction issues,

etc. The objective of this Special Issue (SI) is to capture

and cover the significant latest advancements in all these

areas circulating around or based on IoT.

A condition for the papers in this issue was that those

must have had to be accepted and presented in the 2nd EAI

International Conference on Smart Grid and Internet of

Things (SGIoT 2018), held on July 11, 2018 at Niagara

Falls, Canada. Hence, after the event, among the submitted

papers (extended and revised), we could accept only three

high quality papers. Each paper has been significantly

extended and revised based on the comments received

during the review process in the conference and also, in the

second phase of journal reviews.

In the recent years, there have been many works on

healthcare issues from various perspectives. In this SI,

Onasanya and Elshakankiri contribute a paper entitled,

‘‘Smart Integrated IoT Healthcare System for Cancer

Care’’ in which they focus on the IoT based healthcare

system for cancer care services and business analyt-

ics/cloud services, and also propose the adoption and

implementation of IoT/WSN (Internet of Things/Wireless

Sensor Network) technology to augment the existing

treatment options to deliver healthcare solution. They also

propose a variety of frameworks and architectures to

illustrate and support the functional IoT-based solution that

is being utilized in their proposed smart healthcare solution

for cancer care services. A positive point of this paper is

that the authors also talk about the nature of cancer and its

impact—they make differences between different types of

tumors and what could turn into a cancer at a later stage.

The comparative chart between the proposed system and

other alternative systems is also a point of interest. This

paper overall provides a good amount of information about
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the efforts of smartening the healthcare systems and ser-

vices using IoT technologies.

The paper entitled, ‘‘Using IoT and Smart Monitoring

Devices to Optimize the Efficiency of Large-Scale Dis-

tributed Solar Farms,’’ by Shapsough et al. presents a novel

architecture that utilizes Internet of Things (IoT) tech-

nologies for real-time monitoring of large-scale distributed

solar farms. The architecture was derived based on a

review of the latest trends and challenges in solar moni-

toring, as well as the latest breakthroughs in IoT tech-

nologies. This is an informative paper that also discusses

the challenges faced by solar farms, Smart Solar Photo-

voltaic (PV) monitoring, the role of IoT for PV monitoring,

and other associated issues. Besides presenting their

architecture of the system, they present the results of their

practical implementation scenario. The authors also men-

tion that it would be possible to seamlessly integrate dis-

tributed solar farms into existing ecosystems such as Smart

Grid by adopting a modular layer-based paradigm for the

system architecture and using IoT technologies.

The third paper is entitled, ‘‘A Framework for Harmo-

nizing Internet of Things (IoT) in Cloud: Analyses and

Implementation,’’ which is contributed by Islam et al. In

this work, the authors have presented an idea to harmonize

two sensors such that they could interact with each other

and act on output produced by one of the sensors. The

mechanism is such that one is to detect the existence of fire

and the other one would act as the output of the fire

detector sensor. This is used to control the door in case of

existence of fire. In such a case, the sensed data are stored

in the cloud as there is no local storage used. With

experimental evaluations, the authors show that their

implementation outperforms the existing alternative sys-

tems in this area.

As may be understood, all of these three contributions

talk about smartening the environment of different types

with the aid of IoT and associated technologies, which

would be the driving force for the next wave of technical

world. At least devices would cooperate in greater scale in

an Internet-like infrastructure and that may not be simply

called the extension of what we call the Internet today.

Humans in the loop or involvement of the human con-

trollers would be crucial in all such application scenarios as

ultimately, most of the technological advancements are

done to ease the life of human beings.

As the guest editors, we hope that even though we have

been able to include only three contributions for this spe-

cial issue, these would have significant impact in this area

and researchers would find important information for their

own works.

Best Wishes
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